
Congratulations on your purchase of the LCS Air Arms SK-19!

This innovative new product from LCS utilizes a “hammerless” style valve and the ability 
to select between semi-automatic and fully automatic firing modes. This 
groundbreaking technology will deliver a one of a kind experience in PCP shooting and 
will function flawlessly within its working parameters. To help ensure that you are using 
your new purchase correctly please read and adhere to the guidelines for operation 
below. 

**IMPORTANT NOTE: There are two 4mm Screws on the right side of the rifle directly 
below the barrel.  Please periodically tighten these as it can effect the overall accuracy
of the rifle.

Caliber Bottle Size Pellet Expected FPS Shots/250bar
fill

.22 480cc JSB Monster 
(25.39gr)

950 80

.22 580cc JSB Monster 
(25.39gr)

950 100

.25 480cc JSB King Heavy 
(33.9gr)

900 65

.25 580cc JSB King Heavy 
(33.9gr)

900 80

This rifle is incredibly unique and uses a “hammerless” style valve for operation. 
Because of this piece there is a balance point for ensuring everything works 
harmoniously between regulator pressure, velocity adjuster and internal bottle 
pressure. The box above lists factory spec for power and the expected shot count 
accordingly. These numbers reflect a power output that is optimized to keep the rifle 
cycling properly and if not changed, should never give you any problems. The rifle does 
have external adjustment  but as the warranty center, we recommend not changing 
factory spec. 

• DO NOT shoot the rifle below 150bar bottle pressure because magazine 
malfunctions can occur resulting in a jam 

• DO NOT adjust the regulator higher than 150bar (the power is optimized from 
the factory and adjustments above this point will just waste air with minimal 
gain to velocity)

• DO NOT fully close the power wheel underneath the rifle this can cause the 
magazine to not fully rotate if power is too low resulting in a possible jam


